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Routines
BUILD A ROUTINE THAT 

BOTH YOU & YOUR KIDS ENJOY!

Ult imate

Guide  to



What is a Bedtime Routine?
AND  WHY  YOU  NEED  ONE

 A bedtime routine is a must as it sends
"cues" to the body that help us to get
sleepy. 
 
In science, we know that when
routines are paired together, and
performed in the same way over and
over that our bodies become
conditioned. 
 
If we perform our bedtime routine,
consistently - night after night - then
our kids little bodies will learn to
expect that sleep is coming and will
start to prepare by releasing 
sleepy hormones.
 
 

WHY DO I  NEED A  BEDT IME

ROUT INE ?

You probably already have a bedtime
routine with your child, whether your
realize it or not...
 
 A bedtime routine is simply the list of
things that you do to get ready for bed.
As parents, we tend to kiss our
children and or say things like sweet
dreams. Some of us sing a song, or
read a story. 
 
It sounds simple, and it can be. But it
can also work against you if not done
correctly. Its a very misunderstood 
and underutilized strategy for 
helping a baby or child fall 
asleep. 

WHAT IT  IS ?

Unfortunately, you can have the
most perfect bedtime routine and
still encounter problems. 
 
Think things like sleep
requirements, temperament,
exercise, screen time - they can all
influence sleep.
 
If your baby or child continues to
have troubles falling asleep after
incorporating these tips there might
be something else going on.

SLEEP IS  COMPLEX

Simply put, ANYONE!
Babies, children - even adults can
benefit from a bedtime routine. 
 
There is no right or wrong time to
start, but I say the earlier you start,
the better!
 
Now that said, a routine for a
newborn will be much different
from that of a toddler. But the
same principles apply.

WHO BENEF ITS ?



Follow the
needs of your

child and you'll
almost never get

sleep wrong
~ Maisie Ruttan



The same actions, performed in
the same order. Night after night. 
 
You can become a bit more
flexible after the new routine is
established, but careful not to
change it too much!

BE CONSISTENT

A No-Fuss Bedtime Routine

A long drawn out routine is the last
thing you want to do when your tired
(your kid probably hates it too!)  
 
Problem is that long routines can
lose focus and then you risk missing
the wondrous sleepy window. 

KEEP IT  SHORT

Start your routine at about the
same time each night within
about +/- 30 mins.  
 
Factor in things like naps,
activity level, and behaviour.
Sometimes an earlier or later
bedtime is needed. 

HAVE A  START T IME

TOP  SIX  TIPS  FOR

When designing your routine.
Choose things that you actually
enjoy doing. This way you are less
likely to get bored, skip, or rush.
 
Better yet - find something that you
AND your child enjoy. Win, win! 

DO WHAT YOU ENJOY

If your bedtime routine becomes too
long, or you start it too late you bound
to rush parts.  Kids can sense this! 
 

Remember, our energy is 
contagious.  Miorror calm and 

you are more likely to see calm.

SLOW DOWN &  RELAX

Who doesn't love a checklist!
Checklists keep us accountable 
 
Plus, as kids get older, an established
checklist can foster independence. 
 
(I've included a checklist to get you
started. But feel free to make it 
        your own)

MAKE A  CHECKL IST



Parenting your child to
sleep is a lot less
stressful when you are
not doubting your next
move. 

Do what feels 
natural & right!
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Brush Teeth

Go Potty

Pajamas

Read 

Sleep Machines

Kiss & Cuddle

Say Goodnights
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My Bedtime Routine
C H E C K L I S T



Maisie is a mental health and science geek who is super
passionate about all things sleep! Her background is in
health care, having worked both as a nurse and
counselor. She has spent many years supporting parents
and families with sleep, stress, behaviour and parenting
challenges. Additionally, she holds specialty training as a
Holistic Sleep Coach and Infant Sleep Educator. 

Maisie is unique in that she
practices using a gentle and
holistic approach that promotes
wellness, prioritizes attachment
and teaches positive parenting
principles.
 

Her goal is to give you the
knowledge and tools needed to
be a confident, rested parent -
all day AND through the night. 
 
 

M E E T

Holistic Sleep &
Wellness Clinician

Maisie Ruttan BA RPN

To learn more visit: www.sleepnurse.ca


